U.S. 1 CORRIDOR – COUNCIL OF PLANNING MEETING
March 23, 2017
Wake Forest Town Hall, 301 S. Brooks Street, Wake Forest, NC 27587
Ground Floor Meeting Rooms A&B
1:00 PM
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MEETING SUMMARY
Welcome/Introductions
Scott Hammerbacher, Chair, welcomed attendees.
Paul said there was a quorum based on the bylaws.

Meeting Minutes
Paul Black asked if the minutes could be deferred until the next meeting.
Old Business
US 1 U-5307 Project Update
Meredith noted the original technical reports did not include the “D” section to the north, and the documentation
is being updated to include it. She went over the logo submissions and subsequent adaptations (the discussion
and vote follows later in the agenda). She went over the timeline and said the only major change from what we
have seen before is the breaking up of Concurrence points 1 and 2 (CP1 and CP2, respectively). This is because
CP1 is a “slam dunk” for purpose and needs, but we are still developing details needed for a full discussion of
CP2. Overall we will still be on schedule. Shelby asked if the DDI configuration from the hot spot study was
included; Meredith said it was.
W- 5601 EJ update
David said the project is being let as a package with 2 or 3 other projects, but it could start as early as July and
be complete by the end of the year. It will include crosswalks near the Wal-mart. Chip mentioned that the
Town would like to communicate this through their channels, and could he get the information about the project
to the Town’s Public Information Officer; David said he would pass along the request.
New Business
New Project Logo
NCDOT sponsored a project logo contest with local schools; only 2 schools submitted entries. RS&H had their
designers create some spin-off versions so we had more options. After discussion, the group asked for a version
of the student acorn logo that was less Raleigh-centric with some text removed, the spin off green oak leaf, and
a new hybrid of those top 2. Scott asked Paul to send the results out by online polling, noting that this would
also give some of the folks who were unable to attend an opportunity to weigh in.
Other Business
Chip—Wake Union Plaza on the old Parker-Hanafin property is back after 7 years with a slightly different
configuration for the frontage roads. He also noted the change in the nature of the retail spaces proposed, and
that the new proposal included apartments and townhomes at buildout. NCDOT asked about TIAs and if they
were still looking at an interim superstreet configuration; Chip answered yes to both.
Don—Some nascent projects in Youngsville, but none ready for this body yet. The Taco Bell that came to us
last year is getting ready to open.
No news from Wake or Franklin County.
Adjourn
There was no further business, and the Council adjourned by unanimous affirmation.

